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Full performance
Less energy consumption

The new Philips PowerPro Compact vacuum cleaner delivers powerful performance without compromises

thanks to the PowerCyclone 4 technology and advanced bucket design.

Clean air in your home

The EPA filter catches microscopic dust mites, which can cause allergies

Excellent cleaning results

New 3-in-1 TriActive+ nozzle picks up coarse and fine dust

PowerCyclone 4 technology separates dust and air in one go

Energy efficiency class B

Ergonomic grip for a long reach

Reach all corners thanks to the extra-long ergonomic grip

Easy to clean

Advanced dust container design for hygienic emptying



Bagless vacuum cleaner FC8477/69

Highlights Specifications

Easy to empty dust container

The dust container is carefully designed for

disposing of collected dirt without creating a

dust cloud. It is one-hand operated and, thanks

to its unique shape and smooth surface, you

can easily control the emptying of the dust

container.

TriActive+ nozzle

The TriActive+ nozzle applies 3 cleaning

actions in one go: 1) It gently opens the carpet

with its specially designed soleplate to remove

the dust deep down. 2) It sucks up bigger bits

of dirt with its larger opening at the front. 3) It

sweeps up the dust and dirt alongside furniture

and walls with its two side brushes.

PowerCyclone 4 Technology

PowerCyclone 4 technology maximises airflow

and performance by separating dirt from air in

one go. It delivers remarkable cleaning results

through highly efficient steps: 1) Air enters fast

into the PowerCyclone thanks to the straight

and smooth air inlet. 2) The curved airpass

quickly accelerates the air upwards in the

cyclonic chamber to separate the dust from the

air.

Extra-long ergonomic grip

This ergonomically shaped grip is convenient

in use. Its extra-long design gives you further

reach, so you can easily clean hard-to-reach

places.

Energy efficiency class B

This vacuum cleaner is engineered to achieve

full performance with an energy efficiency

class B.

EPA filter system

The pleated EPA filter has a large surface and

good filtration performance. In combination

with the cyclonic airflow, this prevents it from

clogging up quickly and gives you better and

longer-lasting filtration results.

Performance

Energy efficiency rating: B

Annual energy consumption: 33.8 kW·h

Carpet cleaning class: E

Hard floor cleaning class: E

Dust re-emission class: C

Sound power level: 79 dB

Input power (IEC): 750 W

Airflow (max): 28.4 l/s

Vacuum (max): 17.4 kPa

Design

Colour: Deep black and green

Filtration

Dust capacity: 1.5 l

Exhaust filter: Micro filter

Motor filter: EPA 10 washable filter

Usability

Action radius: 8 m

Cord length: 5 m

Tube type: Metal 2-piece telescopic tube

Carrying handle: Front

Tube coupling: Conical

Wheel type: Plastic

Nozzles and accessories

Standard nozzle: TriActive+ nozzle

Accessories included: Crevice tool, Small

nozzle

Accessory storage: On tubeclip

Weight and dimensions

Weight of product: 4.5 kg

Dimensions of product (LxWxH): 406 x 285 x

238 mm

Sustainability

Packaging: > 90% recycled materials

User manual: 100% recycled paper
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